Intelerad Peer Review™

An Easier Way to Raise Quality Standards Across the Enterprise

Integrated directly into the radiologist’s workflow, Intelerad’s Peer Review™ module provides rapid access to a consistent review process without having to leave their primary workstation.

Designed for ease of use, the module helps organizations meet quotas by facilitating internal assessment through the rapid delivery of structured and systematic feedback to radiologists and quality control teams.

To minimize bias, Intelerad Peer Review allows reviews to be conducted anonymously, with neither the reviewer nor the reviewee’s information present in reviewed cases.

INTELERAD PEER REVIEW OFFERS

› Tightly integrated analytics allows quality control teams to analyze the performance of individual radiologists or groups, as well as the reading capabilities for specific modalities.

› Helps ensure that all radiologists are meeting their peer review quotas.

› A customizable scoring system.

› Image quality review provides technologists with feedback regarding the exams they produce.
STREAMLINE WORKFLOWS

› Increase productivity by eliminating need to change workstations to conduct peer reviews.
› Radiologists can use a peer review worklist (or be prompted for a preview) in their regular clinical workflow.
› Allows radiologists to quickly score a report.
› Organizations can create their own customized workflow for quality control teams.

LEVERAGE ANALYTICS

› Integrates with Intelerad Analytics™ to provide data regarding peer review activities.
› Data can be used to evaluate internal performance.
› Reports can be produced and given to customers to ensure alignment with SLAs.

DEDICATED PORTAL FOR COMMITTEE MEMBERS

› Provides a filtered list of pending peer reviews.
› Dashboards indicate user quota performance and scores.
› Custom reports provide comparisons between radiologists and organizations.

CONFIGURATION

› User performance objectives can be defined per user or organization.
› Quota rules can be based on different criteria, such as radiologist, modality, procedure code, etc.
› User management allows for a supervisor to be assigned to each user.

INTELERAD PEER REVIEW ALLOWS ORGANIZATIONS TO SET CUSTOM QUOTA RULES TO ENSURE THEIR NEEDS AS AN ORGANIZATION ARE MET.